1. **Fresno Artic Update**  We've been sending our CHEM courses out for increased articulation. We've just been notified that Fresno State has approved and published on ASSIST artic between our CHEM 30B and their CHEM 3B.

2. **UCSF Dentistry & Dental Hygiene**  We've just been notified that a full major prep artic agreement has been approved and published on ASSIST for the Dentistry and Dental Hygiene programs at UCSF. The only lower division course students cannot complete at Merritt for both programs is their Biochemistry requirement because we don’t offer a comparable course.

3. **UCSB Artic Update**  UC Santa Barbara has approved and published on ASSIST its College of Engineering general education and 6 major preparation artic agreements. The major prep agreement agreements are for: Chemical Engineering, B.S., Computer Engineering, B.S., Computer Science, B.A., Computer Science, B.S., Electrical Engineering, B.S., and Mechanical Engineering, B.S. The College of Engineering General Education Agreement can be found in the list of articulated majors under "College of Engineering General Education.". Also, following up Kimm Blackwell’s TAA training last week, UCSB offers a TAA in both College of Letters and Science (excluding Computer Science, B.A., Dance B.A., and majors with B.F.A. or B.Music objectives) and College of Engineering (excluding Computer Science, B.S. and Mechanical Engineering, B.S.). The TAA information can be found as the first listings in the drop down menu of major prep agreements on ASSIST.